Concept

The Q-met products are based on the knowledge of sacred geometry. Their laws are not only reflected in Western Geomancy 1), but also in Chinese Feng Shui. Mystic knowledge and scientific technology are combined in such a manner that an interplay can develop between matter, shape and vibration.

The laws of sacred geometry take effect for example in cathedrals, musical instruments and works of art. The desired effect can only be achieved as long as dimensions, proportions, material and intention are exactly right.

The concept of generating effects with a geometric shape, i.e. pyramids or burning glass, dates back several millennia. The Greek philosopher Platon intensely devoted himself to this topic, eventually creating regular shapes of his own to form the basics of ancient symbolism.

Following decades of research, Prof. Josef A. Huber developed a geometrical shape based on the principles and ideas of Dr. Reshad Feild who is the author of the books «The Last Barrier» and «The Alchemy of the Heart» et al. This shape, a star similar to a crystal comprising 14 spikes and 336 facets, forms the basis of nearly all Q-met products. By arranging 14 dipyramids to intersect at one point an dimensionless point is created. This focus represents the centre of a splendid order from which very exceptional effects are radiated.

All Q-met products have been and continue to be elaborately handmade in Switzerland ever since 1995. H2Q is a registered brand name and protected by patents.

Besides its products, Q-met also offers services such as the geomantic analysis and treatment of real estate, appartment or therapy rooms.

Water

The H2Q products by Q-met unfold their effect first and foremost in conjunction with water for human beings, animals and plants.

Technical measuring instruments such as phase-interference photography or experiments, i.e. water turning into ice, prove distinct differences between ordinary tap water and the same water treated by H2Q products: the latter possesses properties found in excellent spring water.

We can gladly provide documentation covering the various tests and the user survey which was carried out by Q-met.

Q-met's products don't replace doctors or therapy. They aren't to be seen as any kind of substitution whatsoever, but rather as a support.

Prices: 1.1.2009.
The products are shown on a scale of 1:1.

Air

Air contains water. Hence, H2Q products have a perceptible neutralising effect on the atmosphere of a room.

Light

Independently of one another, test persons described the radiation of a special kind of light that emanates from the centre of the H2Q star.

Supportive effect

Approximately 70% of the human body is composed of water. Therefore, it is understandable that many people who wear an H2Q product sense a centering and invigorating feeling that helps to overcome mental blocks and tension.

We can gladly provide documentation covering the various tests and the user survey which was carried out by Q-met.

Q-met's products don't replace doctors or therapy. They aren't to be seen as any kind of substitution whatsoever, but rather as a support.

Prices: 1.1.2009.
The products are shown on a scale of 1:1.

1) Geomancy deals with the Earth's energy fluxes on a large scale (e.g. Stonehenge or acupuncture of the Earth) as well as energy systems on a small scale (e.g. selecting the proper location and method of construction for cathedrals, both of which are based on the laws of harmonics and the golden ratio.